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Epigenetics of Metabolic Syndrome as a Mood Disorder

Sermin Kesebir

Abstract

Mood disorders comprise major depressive disorder (MDD), bipo-
lar disorder (BD) and the milder forms of these two disorders. Rec-
curring MDD is also known as unipolar disorder. The distinction 
between unipolar and bipolar disorders was first suggested in 1957 
by Leonard and was made official after support by several studies in 
1980. Indeed, in 150 AD, Aretaeus of Cappadocia wrote “It seems 
to me that melancholia is the beginning and a part of mania”. Ad-
ditionally, Kraepelin, who proposed the first medical disease model 
in psychiatry a century ago, considered recurrent unipolar depression 
cases under the category of bipolar disorder and conceptualized spec-
trum disorders. Because today’s classification systems conduct cross-
sectional diagnosis, they do not consider family history, long-term 
characteristics and multidimensional approaches on symptoms. This 
method prioritizes reliability over validity and it rules out psychiatric 
disorders in etiology. Actually, a spectrum model which covers physi-
cal diseases is conceivable. The concept of epigenetics considers 
mood disorders, Alzheimer’s disease, attention deficit and hyperac-
tivity disorder, Carney syndrome, multiple endocrine neoplasia type 
I and II, breast and prostate cancers, carsinoid tumors, cerebrovas-
cular and cardiovascular diseases and metabolic syndrome together. 
This review addressed the relationship between metabolic syndrome 
and mood disorders in this context along with genetic, clinical and 
environmental factors such as climate, geographic factors, migration 
and changeable lifestyles. Genetic and clinical variables are affec-
tive temperament, childhood trauma and use of antidepressants and 
antipsychotics.
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Introduction

It is known that bipolar disorder (BD) is associated with prema-
ture mortality [1]. Excessive mortality rates caused by medical 
disorders are around 1.5 - 3 times higher in adults with BD in 
comparison to the population in general. There is increasingly 
more abundant evidence that shows a relationship between 

mood disorders and some physical diseases including obesity 
(waist circumference), hypertension, diabetes, dyslipidemia, 
cardiovascular and cerebrovascular disease [2]. Intersections 
indicating pathophysiological relationships between BD and 
general medical conditions that are susceptible to stress such 
as metabolic syndrome (MetS) include glucocorticoid/insulin 
signaling mechanisms and inflammatory effector systems.

MetS and BD

MetS is found more frequently in patients of BD than it is in 
the general population [3]. A patient subgroup with BD has a 
higher probability of developing MetS according to their hab-
its, lifestyles, genetic susceptibility, and preference of treat-
ment. Studies reported a prevalence of 35-50% for MetS in BD 
patients, and MetS was associated with obesity, hypertension, 
diabetes and dyslipidemia. While these are not the diagnostic 
criteria for MetS, the framework of MetS is considered to in-
clude pro-inflammatory and prothrombotic states and puriner-
gic dysfunction [4, 5].

Patients of BD with MetS have an adverse course and out-
come, more unfavorable response to treatment, a higher prob-
ability of suicidality, higher unemployment and thus higher 
level of financial issues. Meanwhile, having a medical con-
dition was related to longer duration of untreated illness and 
being female [6]. Perugi et al associated the length of pharma-
cological treatment and age at onset of first major episode with 
MetS comorbidity [7].

Specific MetS characteristics in psychiatric population 
usually include early age of onset, hyperinsulinemia, higher 
abdominal adiposity, and lower levels of high-density lipopro-
tein (HDL) cholesterol, whereas the common denominator of 
these may be insulin-resistance [8]. Our study compared pa-
tients with or without MetS, and the mean age of MetS (+) pa-
tients was lower in the first manic episode (FME) with previous 
depressive episode (PDE) group, while it was higher in FME 
without PDE group [9]. To clarify, onset of BD was earlier in 
MetS (+) patients in the FME with PDE group. However, the 
MetS (+) patients in the FME without PDE group were older. 
Therefore, the onset of BD was comparatively later in patients 
with MetS in this group. In compliance with this result, a pre-
vious study of ours where we investigated the incidence of dia-
betes in first episode mania patients found late onset to be one 
of the predictors of diabetes development [10]. Additionally, in 
a more recent study of ours where we studied cellular adhesion 
molecules as a component of pro-inflammatory processes in 
first episode mania without previous depressive episode, the 
onset age was found as 30.5 ± 9.9 and this result may be con-
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sidered as relatively old for BD onset [10].
It is a vital but yet unanswered question whether or not 

there is a connection of time or phase between BD and MetS, 
because both disorders have negative effects on the prognosis 
of each other and on selection and implementation of treatment 
modalities for both. Soreca et al proposed that comorbidity 
of medical conditions was independent of age but associated 
with duration of BD and they were related to some mecha-
nisms and biological determinants that are common [11]. In 
one of our prospective studies where we evaluated 2,000 con-
secutive patients who were admitted to our outpatient clinic 
and provided informed consent, we examined the process of 
diagnosis and treatment of MetS according to NCEP ATP III 
criteria in patients who were diagnosed with schizophrenia, 
BD, recurrent major depressive disorder (MDD) and anxiety 
disorder (generalized anxiety disorder, panic disorder, and 
obsessive-compulsive disorder) based on the DSM-IV criteria 
[12]. The study mentioned here, assessments of 1,816 patients 
were found to be reliable and covered in statistical analysis. 
When we tested the correlations of the time periods since on-
set of axis I psychiatric disorder and onset of MetS, although 
these durations were found similar in the affective disorders 
group (6.19 ± 7.55 and 7.12 ± 8.15) (r = 0.912), the value 
of r was 0.265 for the anxiety disorders group (3.21 ± 3.15 
and 8.34 ± 5.71) and 0.425 for the schizophrenia group (13.82 
± 11.36 and 8.21 ± 8.55). These results mean that the times 
of onset for affective disorders and medical conditions were 
relatively concurrent.

When comorbid medical conditions were evaluated based 
on phases of BD, they are possibly more prevalent on onset 
and in earlier episodes. This is because early mortality is found 
more among patients with earlier onset [13]. Medical condi-
tion comorbidities that rise in the middle stages of BD could 
potentially be associated with the influence of treatment and ef-
fects of patient’s habits and lifestyle. On the other hand, it was 
demonstrated that even in these circumstances, they emerge 
one decade earlier than the patients without BD at the same 
ages. Considering these findings together, it appears that MetS 
is one of the parameters that are initiators and outcomes of BD.

MetS and Psychotropic Drugs

In our study which examined MetS in patients with FME 
which accounted for the presence of a previous depressive epi-
sode, MetS was found to be more prevalent in the FME with 
PDE group in comparison to FME without PDE [13]. Further-
more, PDE presence was found to be the strongest predictor of 
MetS in regression analysis. Clearly, individuals with depres-
sion have a higher risk of MetS [14]. Likewise, according to 
our results, four-fifths of the patients with PDE had received 
psychopharmacological treatment for their stated depressive 
disorders [9]. Consequently, it is worth asking whether depres-
sive episode itself or the psychopharmacological agents used 
for treatment of it was the cause of higher MetS among FEM 
patients with PDE.

Vancampfort et al’s meta-analysis stated that usage of 
antipsychotics explained higher MetS prevalence estimates 

in MDD significantly. Differences in MetS prevalence were 
not mediated by age, sex, geographical area, smoking, anti-
depressant use, and presence of psychiatric comorbidity. An-
other study found some mediation role for tricyclic and non-
selective serotonin-reuptake inhibitor antidepressant use, but 
overall, clinical differences’ mediating roles were limited [14]. 
Margary et al evaluated 83 psychiatric inpatients diagnosed 
with schizophrenia, BD and MDD, and they showed a posi-
tive relationship between antidepressant drug treatment with 
triglycerides, and triglycerides/HDL ratio levels and antipsy-
chotics drugs with the HOMA and Framingham indices [15]. 
Perugi et al associated duration of pharmacological treatment 
and age at onset of first major episode with MetS comorbidity 
[7].

There are conflicting results that there may or may not be 
a relationship between usage of tricyclic antidepressant and in-
cidence of pheochromocytoma and adrenal gland tumors [16, 
17]. In addition to psychological stress, it is an important ques-
tion what role noradrenaline plays in physical diseases besides 
hypertension. Epidemiologic studies should test whether this 
risk is decreased by drugs that reduce the level of noradrena-
line or make noradrenergic receptor blockade.

The Mediator Role of Childhood Trauma

Our study associated negative family history of BD with MetS 
for the first time [3]. It was proposed as one of the predictors of 
MetS in patients with first episode mania. This result is highly 
significant as it proposes potential alternative etiological links 
apart from MetS and genetic factors for BD whose monozy-
gotic concordance is 70%. It was shown in molecular genetic 
studies that, BD shares similar conversions and deletions in the 
same loci as some medical conditions in general including cor-
onary artery disease, hypertension, diabetes mellitus type I and 
II [18]. On the other hand, only 10% of the total variance of 
clinical co-existence may be explained by genetic association 
[19]. This outcome, called “missing heritability” by research-
ers, means that interactions with environmental effects have an 
absolute role both in etiology and resilience in accordance with 
epigenetic principles [20]. Our study found childhood trauma 
to be another predictor of MetS [3]. The relationship men-
tioned here was also suggested earlier by McIntry et al [21].

Acute stress induces a response in the brain by an inflam-
matory reaction [12]. Autonomic nervous system is activated 
directly. Release of adrenaline and noradrenaline results in 
binding of these to alpha and beta-adrenergic receptors on 
cytokine cells. Then, nuclear factor kappa-beta-mediated pro-
inflammatory cytokine release begins. Meanwhile, chronical 
stress causes HPA axis disorders and consequent hypercorti-
solism. Thus, childhood traumas are frequently linked with 
obesity, diabetes, coronary artery disease, chronic obstructive 
pulmonary disease and autoimmune diseases. At this time, 
abnormal stress response could act in the etiology of both a 
chronic psychiatric disorder and an accompanying medical 
condition. Medical conditions linked with childhood trauma 
in BD include hypertension and obesity [22]. Moreover, early 
menarche and EEG abnormalities are found as the projections 
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of childhood trauma on BD [23, 24].

Mediator Role of Environmental Factors Such 
as Climate, Geographic Factors, Migration and 
Changeable Lifestyles

Despite the clearer demonstration of its genetic aspects in re-
cent years, seasonality is a variable which may also be assessed 
in the context of epigenetic principles, and per our results, it is 
a predicting clinical factor for MetS in first episode manic cas-
es. Environmental factors including seasonality affect vulner-
ability to allostatic load. It is amply documented that bipolar 
symptoms or episodes are affected by seasonality in suscep-
tible subsets. It may be considered that MetS is a phenotypic 
indicator of an abnormal stress response with somatic manifes-
tations [22]. It would be worth knowing whether individuals 
with MetS seasonality are more or less likely to additionally 
experience breakthrough symptomatology. Seasonal varia-
tions in behaviors are also generated by the principal circadian 
clock. Seasonality increases the risk for MetS, and evidence 
shows that disruption of the clockwork may cause changes in 
metabolism. Englund et al supported the relationship between 
circadian clocks and MetS [25]. Circadian gene variants were 
associated with the risk factors of MetS, like they were associ-
ated with hypertension and high fasting blood glucose.

MetS is associated with high global scores on seasonal 
changes in mood and behavior, and with particularly those in 
weight. Evaluation of these alterations may be a useful indica-
tor of MetS due to easy assessment. Our study found MetS 
to be more prevalent in the winter type of seasonal affective 
disorder (SAD) [26]. The winter and summer types of SAD 
are different from each other in terms of prevalence of MetS. 
Actually, abnormalities in the circadian clockwork which links 
seasonal fluctuations to metabolic cycles may prompt seasonal 
changes in weight, and consequently, MetS. Meanwhile, as 
reported by some studies, circadian symptoms of depression 
induce such metabolic processes in the body, which eventually 
leads to obesity and insulin resistance [27]. Our study found 
eating attitude trait (EAT) scores to be similar between sub-
jects with winter and summer types of SAD, higher in METS 
(+) SAD subjects than MetS (-) SAD subjects and higher in 
MetS (+) winter type of SAD subjects than MetS (+) summer 
type of SAD subjects [26]. Studies have associated higher EAT 
scores with atypical depression.

A systematic study assessed 8,028 individuals who took a 
nationwide health examination survey in Finland using the ATP-
III criteria for MetS and with SPAQ regarding seasonal changes 
in mood and behavior [28]. Particularly seasonal changes in 
weight were a risk factor for MetS, after controlling for a num-
ber of known risk and potential confounding factors. The prob-
ability of having MetS rose by 56% among those with a global 
score equal to winter blues or more severe seasonal changes in 
their mood and behavior. It was reported that disruptions in the 
circadian clockwork are linked with and may predispose MetS.

In our sample, the summer type of SAD was more fre-
quent (56.8%), whereas MetS was found to be more frequent 
(94.1% vs. 64.3%) in the winter type of SAD [26]. As expect-

ed, prevalence of obesity as defined by the World Health Or-
ganization (WHO) was relatively low in Asia in comparison to 
western countries [29]. Thus, Han et al stated that, as opposed 
to the case in western countries, the summer type of SAD was 
more prevalent than the winter type of SAD in China [30]. 
Levitan reported in 2007 that SAD was independent of latitude 
differences [31]. In the study in Turkey on SAD with the larg-
est sample, Elbi et al screened 3,229 participants with SPAQ 
in eight different regions and found no correlation between 
latitude and the prevalance of the disorder [32]. Tonetti et al 
compared Italy and India [33]. They found that, while the win-
ter type of SAD was more prevalent in Italy, the summer type 
of SAD was more prevalent in India. As they thought the first 
result was associated with reduced duration and intensity of 
light in winter, in other words with photoperiodicity, they sug-
gested the second result was associated with climatic and ther-
mal differences. Guzman et al compared African migrant and 
Afroamerican subjects living in Washington, and observed that 
while the winter type of SAD was similar in the two groups, 
the summer type of SAD was more prevalent among African 
migrants [34]. Comparative studies showed that metabolic re-
actions to obesity may be higher in South and East Asians than 
their western counterparts at given body mass indices (BMI) 
[29]. The climatic, ethnic, geographical, genetic and cultural 
interactions of SAD appear to be worth researching over the 
next years.

No patients with the summer type of SAD were found in 
Iceland and England [35]. Although Iceland is far towards the 
north, MDD prevalence was not higher than England. This 
may be understood both as an outcome of their tolerance to 
photoperiodicity due to isolation for more than a thousand 
years, and as an outcome of genetic factors. Indeed, SAD is 
seen less frequently among migrant Icelanders than among 
other ethnic migrant groups. Authors also underlined the sig-
nificance of weather conditions and living in rural or urban 
areas. In fact, living in a rural area means exposure to more 
light than the other parts of the region. In our study, all of the 
patients of the summer type of SAD were living in urban areas. 
As an interesting but not surprising result, all MetS (+) patients 
were living in cities as well.

Grimaldi et al tested which environmental, social, lifestyle 
and health-related factors of people contributed to seasonal 
differences in moods and behaviors and whether these factors 
influenced the possibilities of MetS and MDD, both of which 
are conditions with high prevalence among industrialized 
populations. A total of 5,480 individuals aged 30 and older 
in Finland who were representative of the general population 
were examined for MetS using the ATP-III criteria, they pro-
vided self-reported information on seasonal variations in mood 
and behavior, and the DSM-IV criteria were used to interview 
them for mood, anxiety, and alcohol use disorders [36]. Sea-
sonal variations in mood and behavior have a metabolic factor 
comprising weight and appetite, and greater loadings on this 
factor increase the risk of MetS. Self-reported information on 
lighting assessed to be poor at home contributed to scores for 
the metabolic factor.

Comorbidity was more prevalent in the winter type of 
SAD and in MetS (+) patients than MetS (-) patients [27]. The 
comorbid diagnoses included anxiety disorders and alcohol 
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and substance use disorders. When MetS (+) winter type and 
summer type SAD patients were compared, anxiety disorders 
were more prevalent among MetS (+) winter type SAD patients 
whereas alcohol and substance use disorders were more preva-
lent among MetS (+) summer type SAD patients. The results 
studies with migrants on SAD provided quite interesting data. 
A study was conducted among five different migrant groups 
living in Oslo, and it was found that the winter type of SAD 
was the least prevalent among Sri Lankan migrants and the 
most prevalent among Iranian migrants [37]. The winter type 
of SAD was linked to place of birth, young age, childhood trau-
ma, frequent internal medicine and psychiatry referrals, while 
the summer type of SAD was linked to place of birth, smoking 
and alcohol consumption. Their results were in parallel with 
our findings. Our findings here extend the seasonal pattern to 
the seasonal variations in mood and behavior that are part of 
not only depression but also anxiety and alcohol use disorders.

Additionally, there is a chance for seasonal changes in 
mood and behavior to run in families, especially seasonality of 
the winter type, and this is mostly caused by a biological ten-
dency [38]. In our study, presence of family history was more 
prevalent in patients with the winter type of SAD [27]. On the 
other hand, this difference ceased to exist when we compared 
the MetS (+) summer and winter type of SAD groups. Addi-
tionally, when we compared MetS (+) and (-) SAD patients, 
we did not observe any difference in terms of family history. 
Once again, this result highlights the contribution of environ-
mental factors on MetS observed in SAD.

Due to the changes in the information and feedback re-
ceived, changing seasons challenge the circadian clock func-
tions. Changing seasons may challenge a switch between the 
metabolic and circadian-based actions of time-keeping mecha-
nisms. Light-dark transitions are necessary for resetting the 
master circadian clock on a daily basis. In cases where these sig-
nals are missed, as it occurs with the decreasing photoperiod in 
general and the shortage of light exposure in morning hours dur-
ing winter in particular, the circadian clock tends to get delayed 
and the circadian clockwork may start relying more on meta-
bolic cycles producing time feedback required for adaptation 
[39]. The circadian clockwork and its integrity are challenged 
by the periods of fall and spring the most. Research on animals 
showed that, in spring, within the master circadian clock, the 
morning-tagged or morning-active cells yield the dominance to 
the evening-active cells, or from waking up to sleep onset pro-
cess [40]. This may require input from the intrinsic clock which 
reacts to a change in seasons and runs its targets [41].

In people with seasonal variations in their mood and be-
havior, physical activities usually decrease, which alters the ef-
fect of exercise on and the feedback from a peripheral circadian 
clock of the skeletal muscle to the master circadian clock [42]. 
This may lead to delays in the circadian clockwork. Moreover, 
craving carbohydrates in the evening is a frequently seen sign 
which may lead to delays in the circadian clockwork [43]. In 
seasonal affective disorder patient, there are also increases in 
the resting metabolic rate during a depressive episode in win-
ter [44]. The action mechanisms here are still illuminated at a 
molecular level concerning a conceivable network or a poten-
tial pathway that might link the light-exposure and food-intake 
responsive oscillators to a variety of affective and behavioral 

outputs [40]. Lighting conditions and their dynamics may be a 
measure for involvement to affect the seasonal metabolic sig-
nals and in the end to prevent MetS.

Indeed, a subtype of depressive episode (melancholic sub-
type), number of manic episodes and seasonality were distin-
guished in lithium-induced hyperparathyroidism before lithi-
um use [45]. 25(OH) vitamin D levels were lower and calcium 
and parathyroid hormone (PTH) levels were higher in bipolar 
patients with attention deficit hyperactivity disorder (ADHD) 
comorbidity [46]. 25(OH) vitamin D status is related to be-
havioral and affective disorders; however, pathophysiological 
mechanisms may be different in two disorders [47]. It would 
be better to examine both 25(OH) vitamin D levels and serum 
PTH levels in bipolar patients with ADHD comorbidity.

Total sleep time and sleep latency were found to be longer 
in the winter type of SAD in comparison to the summer type 
of SAD [27]. There was similarity between the durations of 
delayed phases of the patients of the winter and summer type 
of SAD. When MetS (+) and (-) SAD patients were compared, 
sleep latency was longer, whereas total sleep time was shorter 
in the MetS (+) SAD group. Moreover, the duration of delayed 
phase was found to be significantly longer in MetS (+) pa-
tients. There was no difference between MetS (+) summer and 
winter type SAD patients in terms of delayed phase duration. 
Total sleep time was similar between the two groups, whereas 
latency was longer in summer type SAD patients.

Delayed sleep phase syndrome (DSPS) and SAD may man-
ifest similar delayed circadian phase issues [48]. Signs of DSPS 
were 26% in SAD and 2% in controls. Shorter sleep length and 
longer sleep-onset latency were reported by the patients.

In agreement with our results, the study referenced above 
reported that, longer sleep showed lower chances of signs of 
MetS. DSPS or namely a dysfunctional circadian system may 
be a mechanism that compensates for degraded cellular-level 
energy production [49]. Therefore, mitochondrial calcium-
induced oxidative phosphorylation. Higher calcium levels 
observed in some cases of mania could be a resource for the 
higher levels of mitochondrial respiration also observed in de-
pression. Here, we would like to remind that calcium levels 
affect the activity of the circadian clock and levels of circa-
dian clock gene outputs. Circadian activity governed a firmly 
self-regulated oscillatory rhythm in the manifestation of the 
circadian-controlled gene. However, circadian regulation of 
interconnected translation transcriptional feedback loops was 
verified to be misleading. As this is the way it is, fidelity and 
plasticity of the circadian clock are maintained by post-trans-
lational modification of clocks proteins, the behavior of certain 
microRNAs and cyclically coordinated epigenetic control of 
clock protein transcription [50].

Mediator Role of Affective Temperament Be-
tween Childhood Trauma and Environmental 
Factors in MetS and/or BD

Temperament begins in the brain structure, and hereditary in-
dividual differences are attributable to varieties in neural and 
physiological functions [51]. Temperament was suggested to 
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be associated with MetS signs, which may be partly mediated 
by lifestyle and socioeconomic status. It was proposed by Alt-
inbas et al that depressive temperament profiles may incline 
an individual to the development of MetS in the winter [52]. 
They found the proportions of MetS as 19.2%, 23.1%, 34.6% 
and 38.5% in the summer, fall, spring, and winter, respectively. 
Only depressive temperament scores were reported to be high-
er in patients with MetS during the winter.

Neuroticism and openness were established as aspects re-
lated to seasonal mood changeability [53]. Furthermore, the 
study revealed a relationship between predisposition to mild 
winter depression and an avoidance-oriented coping style. 
The avoidance coping style was correlated positively with all 
aspects of seasonality described by SPAQ (correlation coeffi-
cients ranged from 0.21 to 0.34). Both sub-types of avoidance-
oriented style, namely distraction and social diversion, were 
linked to marked subjective seasonal changes in sleep length, 
mood and levels of energy. It was proven that the subjective 
amplitude of circadian rhythm is associated with seasonality, 
whereas the subjective acrophase of the rhythm (morningness-
eveningness preference) did not.

Over a 3-year period, temperamental factors were associ-
ated cross-sectionally with, as well as predicted for, the MetS 
precursors [54]. Mental vitality was found as likely to be linked 
with positive emotionality and positive emotionality was found 
as likely to be linked with a low MetS risk level, whereas hy-
peractivity, negative emotionality, responsivity to others, and 
cooperativeness were related to a high level of MetS risk. The 
same researchers’ findings demonstrated that a temperament 
profile characterized by a high level of perseverance and reward 
dependence, an average level of novelty seeking, and a low lev-
el of harm avoidance were linked with a high level of MetS risk 
factors [55]. A systematic review on 13 cross-sectional analyses 
and 10 longitudinal analyses associated hostility, anger, type A 
behavior and neuroticism and type D personality with an in-
creased frequency of MetS and its development over time [56]. 
Our study differentiated two types of affective temperament be-
tween MetS (+) and (-) subjects: anxious and irritable tempera-
ments [3]. Hyperactivity, high level of persistence and reward 
dependence, average level of novelty seeking, and low level of 
harm avoidance which were described in previous studies are 
similar to the characteristics defined for irritable temperament. 
Moreover, negative emotionality, responsivity to others and co-
operativeness are aspects in line with the aspects defined for 
anxious temperament. In terms of responsivity to others and co-
operativeness, anxious temperament overlaps with depressive 
temperament. In this context, our findings are also consistent 
with Altinbas et al’s results [52].

Some studies also emphasized the role of sex in the con-
nection between temperament and MetS. Ravaja et al reported 
that the link between MetS and hyperactivity and negative emo-
tionality was more prominent in men [54]. Sovio et al assessed 
the relationship between temperament and MetS in Northern 
Finland 1966 Birth Cohort [57]. Accordingly, it was found 
that novelty seeking was positively related to waist circumfer-
ence in both sexes. However, systolic blood pressure was the 
highest in men with high harm avoidance and low persistence 
scores, a profile consistent with anxious temperament and the 
lowest in women with high reward dependence and high per-

sistence scores, a profile consistent with irritable temperament. 
In a previous study of ours, we observed a relationship between 
impulsivity and triglyceridemia specific for anxious tempera-
ment [58]. When it is assessed separately for sexes, the associa-
tion between impulsivity and triglyceride levels was observed 
only in female bipolar patients [59]. In a later study of ours 
following the aforementioned one where we investigated MetS 
components by sex in first episode subjects, we observed that 
the triglyceride levels of female patients were different from 
healthy controls [60]. In our last study, sex difference between 
MetS (+) and (-) patients was close to statistical significance 
only in the FME with PDE group, and it was more prominent 
in females [9]. It is known that anxious temperament is more 
common among men and irritable temperament is more com-
mon among women [51]. Anxious temperament differentiated 
in favor of MetS (+) in the FME with PDE group whereas the 
female sex was dominant. Moreover, irritable temperament dif-
ferentiated in favor of MetS as well in the FME without PDE 
group whereas sex distribution was similar between MetS (+) 
and (-) patients. We believe the reason for irritable tempera-
ment scores’ invariability in favor of MetS in the FME with 
PDE group could be the predominantly female sex distribution 
in this group. Being female is a risk factor for MetS [6]. Our 
results suggested that the same applies to FME with PDE [9].

Affective temperament is also a proposed endophenotype 
for BD. Temperaments found to be genetically linked with BD 
are cyclothymic and hyperthymic temperaments, and there 
are different in patients and their healthy counterparts among 
controls [51]. In our study, anxious and irritable temperaments 
which differentiate in MetS (+) patients appeared to underline 
the effects of environmental conditions on development of MetS 
again [19]. Irritable temperament was linked to mixed episodes 
in patients with BD [61]. McIntyre reported that obesity may in-
fluence the symptomatic manifestation of BD by increasing the 
probability that these patients will manifest mixed episodes [21]. 
We believe this is applicable to not only obesity but also MetS. 
Unsuitable usage of psycopharmacological antidepressants may 
contribute to this condition directly by raising the risk of having 
mixed episodes and indirectly by raising the risk of MetS.

In contrast, there was no clear link between temperament 
measures and the occurrence and development of MetS. Our 
last study found triglyceride levels to be correlated with hyper-
thymic, irritable and anxious temperament scores [62]. HDL 
levels and irritable and anxious temperament scores were in-
versely correlated. Blood pressure and irritable and anxious 
temperament scores were correlated. There was a strong corre-
lation between waist circumference and cyclothymic and anx-
ious temperament scores. There was no association between 
blood fasting glucose levels and affective temperament scores. 
However, there was a cluster of risk factors that include pres-
ence of MetS as well as a more negative prone temperament 
profile, that both incline patients to development of coronary 
heart disease and diabetes.

Conclusion

Consequently, there is a multidimensional description for BD 
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that is coherent, comprehensive, and explanatory. Existence 
of MetS and the onset and progression of BD appear to be 
correlated. Previous depressive episode, seasonality, nega-
tive family history and childhood trauma are observed to be 
predictors of MetS. MetS (+) patients’ anxious and irritable 
temperament scores were higher [3]. This connection may 
provide a thought-provoking new paradigm for studying the 
“systemic” nature of mood disorders. This may also contrib-
ute to the discovery of biological markers, growth in the num-
ber of our diagnostic tools, development of protective and 
individual-based options for treatment. At the moment, some 
endocrinological drugs may be influential in the treatment 
of mood disorders. Administering allopurinol and tamoxifen 
was found to be antimanic treatments in guidelines for the 
treatment of mood disorders [5, 63]. Due to the fact that in-
tranasal insulin is effective in treating cognitive impairment 
in BD and mood and cognitive symptoms in MDD, it should 
be recalled that the first ever treatment similar to electrocon-
vulsive therapy was carried out by insulin shock [64]. Moreo-
ver, lithium and carbamazepine are known to directly effect 
terminal differentiation process and shorten the half-life of 
cancer cells in some leukemias and lymphomas [65]. Lithium 
and sodium valproate inhibit growth of carcinoid tumors, as 
well as reduce neuroendocrine tumor marker chromogranin-
A levels [66].
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